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OSHINO
JOURNEY
Digital album
OMINIM RECORDS
Electronica
Futureproof (digital)
Low
Like a Window
Sylenth,
Obsidenne

Following the release of the debut Cosmic
Mood, which received support from BBC 6
Music and others, Belgian electronica artist
Oshino returns with a new album Journey.
A 12-track body of work that twists and turns
through a treasure-trove of inspired
landscapes.
Born in Liege and having studied at the
Academy
of
Beaux-Arts
in
Antwerp,
Bryan
Beckers
AKA
Oshino has taken
inspiration
from
many
genres
ranging from Bach
to
IDM
duo
Autechre
&
leftfield act Flying Lotus.
From this background, Oshino has
developed
his
own
sound
through
experimentation with electronic soundscapes
and audio sampling. Taking inspiration from
the street and the visual art that surrounds
him.

Key tracks include: Lullabies with its downtempo/trip-hop feel and quirky electro-bass
sound; Stelf with its low-end beat and
understated vocal tinges; then Low – a filmic
groove with a haunting harmonica part that
evolves into a full dreamlike melancholic
arrangement.
Other tracks of note on the album include
Bedtime, with its Massive Attack/Tricky
beat, followed by Like a Window with it’s
sampled atmospherics, constantly twisting
and turning in different directions to keep the
listener on their toes.
Further on is the track Sylenth, with a
Kraftwork-esque legato line that floats over a
chopped up beat with sampled breaths and
other vocal sources.
The closing track Obsidienne opens with
dissonant chords before developing into a
hypnotic
groove
featuring
heavy
compression and sidechain FX.
Oshino is currently planning various live
events, which include an Ominim Records
night later this year featuring other artists on
the label. Please check the website for more
info.

Relevant Links:
www.ominim.com
http://theoshino.tumblr.com
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After his debut album Cosmic Mood,
Oshino has chosen to produce a more
varied sound as can be heard on this album.
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